


Through conversations with many historical Wing Chun figures such as the Grandmaster Yip Man’s sons; 
Yip Ching and Yip Chun, and other top disciples of his like Wong Shun Leung, Willian Cheung, Victor Kan, 
Leung Ting, etc…the information in this book has never appeared anywhere before. The author, Jose M. 
Fraguas proudly presents “Wing Chun Masters”, with an amazing repertoire of great masters and teachers of 
the art of Wing Chun Kung Fu.

In this volume, interviews with the world’s top masters like the “Kaiser of Wing Tsun”, Keith R. Kern-
specht, and leading world instructors like Augustine Fong, Samuel Kwok, Francis Fong, Jim Lau, Gary Lam, 
Stephen Chan, etc, have been gathered to present an integrated and complete view of the “Beautiful Spring-
time” Chinese art of fighting, philosophy, and self-defense. 

The late Master Jim Fung and outstanding world teachers like David Peterson, Robert Chu, Tony Mas-
sengill, Leo Au Yeung, Randy Williams, Chow K. Chung, Gorden Lu and legendary fighter Emin Boztepe, 
amongst others, explain the many concepts and principles of the art in a clear manner that everyone can 
understand. Packed with dynamic photographs, this book presents the ins-and-outs of the philosophy of the 
art of Wing Chun.

This volume contains intriguing thoughts, fascinating personal details, hidden histories, and inspiring 
philosophies, as each master reveals his true love for the art and a deep understanding of every facet associ-
ated with the practice and spirit of the Chinese art of Wing Chun Kung Fu as a way of life. This invaluable 
reference book is a “must have” addition to your personal library.

#320 •  $45 – 7 x 10 • 400 pages • ISBN: 978-1-933901-52-7

AVAILABLE  

NOW!
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By Jose M. Fraguas

The methods of the world’s greatest karate fighters have 
been gathered together into this incredible volume to dem-
onstrate the most closely-guarded secrets of sport competi-
tion, bare-knuckle fighting, and life-or-death street com-
bat! 

The highly-technical and effective methods of karate’s 
most dangerous masters are revealed for the first time in a 
single spectacular book!  In addition to presenting numer-
ous “how-to” techniques, each master reveals fascinating 
hidden aspects of karate-do, going back to the combat es-
sentials developed in Okinawa, where unarmed peasants 
used the art of the “open hand” to defeat heavily-armed 
bandits and armored invaders!

Combat Karate is a must-have training aid for all 
those who wish to return to the true roots of karate and 
who desire to further their understanding of the practi-
cal applications of karate-do methods and techniques in 
bothn slf-defense and competition. This book provides 
a greater understanding of karate’s combat secrets and 
reveals its devastating fighting methods to the world. 

Masters featured are: Fumio Demura, Morio Higa-
onna, Hirokazu Kanazawa, Tak Kubota, Kunio Miyake, 
Patrick McCarthy, Hideharu Igaki, Kyoshi Yamazaki, 
Yoshiaki Ajari, Chuck Merriman, Minobu Miki, Eiha-
chi Ota amongst many others...

#129 - US $29.95 - 7 x 10 
350 pages approx.  
ISBN: 978-1-933901-50-3

COMBAT 
KARATE

Visit Us at www.empirebooks.net 
or www.mastersmag.com

AVAILABLE NOW!!



SHOTOKAN KARATE: 
HISTORY AND  
TRADITIONS

By Randall G. Hassell

The first comprehensive written 
history of Shotokan karate in 
any language! In this completely 
updated edition of the classic 
bestseller, Randall Hassell presents 
a masterful tale of the history and 
evolution of Japan’s original and 
largest karate style, Shotokan. In 
addition to presenting the compel-
ling story of the style’s founder, 
Gichin Funakoshi, Hassell covers 
recent developments in the ever-
evolving art of Shotokan karate-do.  
Rare and never-before-published 
photos complement everything 
from the Okinawan roots of karate 
to its development in Japan, the 
Japan Karate Association, American 
and international karate organiza-
tions, and the current state of the 
world of Shotokan karate. Also 
in this edition: The origins and 
technical value of all Shotokan 
kata, a genealogy of traditional 
karate styles, Gichin Funakoshi’s 20 
precepts, and much more! 

#125 – US $19.95 
6 x 9 – 196 pages 
ISBN: 978-1-933901-28-2

THE KARATE SPIRIT

By Randall G. Hassell

A classic text to be treasured 
by karate practitioner and martial 
artist, Karate Spirit is recognized 
as the most authoritative source 
on karate’s philosophy. Randall 
Hassell, historian and well-known 
Karate master, has updated this rich 
source to reflect changes that have 
taken place in the last two decades. 
In the many essays included in this 
book, you will find the proper ele-
ments and philosophical teachings 
of the art of Karate from antiquity 
to modern times, and answers to 
many of the questions currently 
being debated by martial artists 
around the world. This book has 
a great deal to offer to all Karate 
students, from beginner to black 
belt level, as well as being a unique 
and enjoyable way to learn about 
the true spirit of Budo.

#118 – US $19.95 
6 x 9 – 132 pages 
ISBN: 978-1-933901-13-8

KARATE: ZEN, PEN, 
AND SWORD

By Randall G. Hassell

This vivid introduction to the 
physical, spiritual, and educational 
aspects of Karate explores the many 
facets of the art of the “empty-
hand,” from the beginning stages 
to the advanced practitioner, used 
by the masters during practice and 
study. This is an invaluable learning 
and teaching resource for all stu-
dents and practitioners of the art of 
Karate and its philosophy. Written 
by one of the leaders of Japanese 
Karate in the U.S., this book helps 
to define and spread knowledge 
about karate without compromis-
ing its intrinsic philosophies and 
spirit. This great series of lessons 
from Karate teachers and martial 
artist who have devoted their lives 
to instruction is a fascinating book 
that demands to be read more than 
once.  

#119 – US $19.95 
6 x 9 – 152 pages 
ISBN: 978-1-933901-16-9

KARATE IDEALS

By Randall G. Hassell

Karate is not only a means 
of self-defense; it is also a 
sport and philosophy, “a way of 
Life.” This book examines each 
of these aspects and explains 
why educators and parents are 
becoming interested in karate as an 
educational tool. This book draws 
on the vast knowledge and skill of 
one of the foremost Karate masters 
in the world, Randall Hassell. The 
author, through a series of chapters, 
focuses on different philosophical 
themes, explaining many of the 
fundamental principles and telling 
how Karate can change the lives of 
those who practice it—giving them 
health, self-confidence, and both 
physical and mental discipline. 
This book will be one of the more 
sought-after works in decades to 
come; it adds insight for those 
karate practitioners interested in the 
philosophies of Budo and how they 
apply to the art of the “empty hand.” 
It is a quiet but powerful work that 
is one of the best ever written about 
the philosophical aspects of Karate. 

#117 – US $19.95 
6 x 9 –144 pages 
ISBN: 978-1-933901-06-0
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G rading- ranking in martial arts varies from skill to skill and from style to 
style although for all of them it defines the degree of the disciple’s knowl-
edge. The general rule is that the knowledge a master has is formed into a 

system and certain style in order to transfer it to his disciples. The history of ranking 
is very long and it has been following the appearance of particular skills, and the 
current ranking system (belt, Dan) which appeared shortly after  World War II  has 
spread quickly worldwide and was accepted in almost all of styles.

The belt, the Dan- what do these terms mean for martial arts?
The history of the belt is very interesting. In ancient China, the belt was , in the 

beginnning , used for suspending trousers, but later it was also used for inserting some 
valuable items or weapons for personal defence. Different colours of the belt showed 
the social order, clan or region the wearer belonged to. Moreover, the colour of  belt 
could also show which style of martial arts the man practised as the colours differed from 
school to school. Ranking at schools (styles) in China followed the pattern- the begin-
ner, the more advanced disciple (assistant) and the master. Such type of ranking is also 
present in some schools nowadays. Between the two world wars Japan used the system of 
ranking in which the traditional symbolics of colours was used: white for beginners and 
black for masters. These colours symbolized the colours of life and death. The white co-
lour, in contrast to the western concept, is the colour of death so that the white kimono 
and the white belt symbolized that the disciple comes to sacrify himself and rejects his 
previous life and therefore accepts a more sofisticated understanding of life. When the 
disciple gains the master belt (in black colour) it shows that he has won the fear from 
death ; that’s why  his attitude to life and death is something natural and he accepts it 
without any fear.There has been a rule that when the disciple puts on the belt once, he 
doesn’t take it off  throughout all his practice. The kimono is changed because  the dis-
ciple grows and becomes stronger as well as it gets ruined by frequent trainings. But what 
happens with the belt? What makes the belt change the colour and what meaning does 
it have? Well, the belt is white in the beginning, but through long training it becomes 
yellowish (titled-Mudansha) from the disciple’s frequent sweating.
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As practice was held in nature the belt would become greenish from sweat and 
grass and later purple brown from dust and soil while practising in the yards of 
a certain school. By the longtime training the belt got soaked with sweat, grass, 
soil, dust and even with the disciple’s blood becoming dark brown i.e.dirty black 
(titled-Yudansha). If we have the knowledge how the colours of the belt were 
made and how they changed from white to black, we can understand the link 
between a colour and the length of the disciple’s practice and development.           

Different schools or styles have different  belt colours to rank the disciple’s de-
velopment from the beginner to the master as well the time intervals necessary 
for passing from one level of knowledge to the higher one. However, it’s com-
mon to all schools that the colour of the belt( KJU) has the meaning of ranking 
and grading the disciple’s knowledge (create – Mikonosuke Kawaishi master of 
ju jucu and judo - Paris 1948, and master Gichin Funakoshi -1953). 

The beginner’s white colour is somewhere changed with yellow, and some-
where else with orange, while in a higher degree of knowledge, it can be re-
placed with green or blue, afterwards with brown ( red and purple in some styles) and 
finally with the master’s black colour. It is also common to almost all the skills that the 
necessary time span between the beginner’s to the master’s degree of knowledge is nearly 
the same, about four years. For example, in karate (Shotokan, Goyu -ryu, Wado-ryu, 
Oyama- ryu and Shito-ryu) the necessary time interval from the white to the black belt 
is at least four years to maximum four and a half years. The only exception is the tradi-
tinal style Uechi-ryu which requires five years’ practice from the white to the black belt. 
Such time interval is also needed in some traditional Kung-fu, Ju jutsu or Brazilian jiu 
jitsu style (with obligation  competition). In Judo the average interval from the white to 
the black belt is four years. Masters wear the black belt from 1st to 5th Dan, the white-
red from 6th  to 8th and the red one from 9th to 11th Dan.The red colour symbolizes 
the colour of blood, an it is considered that  a master holding such a high title in his 
practice should have spilt lots of sweat or even “blood“. Ranking in belts was introduced 
in some kung fu schools  in 1974 (wu shu -1993) implying that there is an average time 
span between the beginner to the master of  three and a half years. The master title 
Dan is called Toan(duan) in Chinese styles. In Korean styles Tae kwon do, Tang soo do, 
Hwa rang do and Hap ki do, it normally takes four years from the first degree- the white 
belt to achieve  the master of the skill- the black belt. The exception in martial arts is 
Savate ( the French boxing) where the ranking from the beginner to the master is not 
in the colour of the belt, but in the colour of the gloves; so that the beginner wears blue 
gloves,the competitors who are the masters of the skill have the silver ones , but the 
supreme knowledge is shown with masters who either wear silver or honorary platinum 
gloves. The time needed to reach the level of the master of the silver glove is three and 
a half years. Before World War II savate practitioners used to wear the belts as well as  
some boxers before World War I. Nowadays boxers,kick boxers, savate fighters and fight-
ers in UFC (MMA) compete for the world champion’s belt, which is somehow a tribute 
to tradition. Beginners in wrestling and boxing also need about 4 years of practice to 
achieve the master rank.  

What is the meaning of DAN ranking in martial arts? (create Jigoro Kano 
-1886)   

In JAPAN -“Jiki dan“ would, in free translation, mean the personal consultation with 
the master, therefore, the sign Dan has the meaning of time interval which the master 
of martial arts , the wearer of the black belt spends in active training or knowledge 
transfer with the consultation of his tutor as the older and more experienced one whose 
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knowledge he is going to inherit. It is interesting that the difference in ranking from 
the master of the black belt “the 1st Dan“ to the top master skill of “the10th Dan“ is 
small , so that the expected time interval between the 1st Dan and the 2nd Dan is two 
to three years. For the third Dan it takes two, or three years in some disciplines. After 
getting the third Dan you need three or four years to reach the 4th Dan. The 5th Dan 
implies about 17 years of continuous training and for the 6th Dan you should have 22 
to 25 years’ practice. The 7th  Dan is obtained  after 35 years of  practice, and the 8th 
Dan requires 40 years of frequent exercise, studying and teaching the skill. The master 
of the skill is then about 55 years old ( there are subtle differences regarding the style). 
The 9th Dan is given to the masters more than 60 years old and still active in practising, 
studying and teaching the skill of fight. Finally, the 10th Dan is obtained by the masters 
whose age passes over the age of  69 presuming that they are still active in training, 
studying and transferring the knowledge of the martial arts. There are only 9 Dans in 
some Korean styles. 

The 11th and the 12th Dans are exceptional and only Judo (and traditional Ju-jucu, 
Aikido, some traditional styles both in China and Korea) have them, but these titles 
of judo masters are mainly theoretical. To understand their ranking better, one should 
know a little about Zen philosophy. For example, the classification in twelve Dan master 
titles represents the idea of one year interval.  In Japan philosophy , the famous Zen mas-
ter Hyakujo ( Pui Chang-726-814) declared the proverb: „A day without work is a day 
without food“. It would figuratively mean that the master should practise and progress 
every day, every month, all the year and permanently all his life. Moreover, the theoreti-
cal title of the master of the 12th Dan is based on Zen philosophy. It is interesting that  
the master wears the white belt, which is related to closing the circle ( such a circle is 
called samsara in Zen philosophy), and, thus, completing one cycle. In fact it is a kind 
of a trap of ancient masters (J.Kano?) because Zen philosophy knows neither the end 
nor the beginning. In other words, the more a master knows about the skill, the more he 
becomes aware of his lack of knowledge. That’s why enlargement turns into reducement. 
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Moreover, no master of any martial arts can say he has all the answers, which means that 
a cycle can’t be finished because it is endless. The end is only and exclusively- the death 
(only J.Kano have 12th). 

It is also interesting that many folk forms of wrestling have a belt in the equipment so 
that the common technique of knocking down  the rival is linked to ti the technique of 
catch for the belt (European-for the belt, Glima, Japanese- Sumo, etc.). Lots of wrestling 
masters decorate their belts in a special way. The belts in Sambo skill are the same as 
in Judo to the black belt, then comes the black one with  the colour of the national 
flag, after which follow the so called international belts- in the colours of the medals: 
bronze,silver and gold, following on top by the gold belt with the colour of the national 
flag. The belt is also worn in certain folkdance fighting skills as Brazilian Capoeira. In  
Capoeira, the practitioners achieve the master title cordaose (corda- lace), and they use 
the belt to show which region they come from or as an ornament to tie the laces on. 
Some old masters of martial arts in Burma ( Bando, Burman boxing and Thaing skills) 
tattoo the degrees of their knowledge on the body of the practitioner, as well as jn India, 
Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and somewhere in  Malaya.

On the other hand, with the Sikhs in India , the mastership in martrial arts is shown 
by the turban, although not by its colour but by the size, weight and decorations on it.

The belt is also worn in Japan fencing skill - Kendo (Tare) and archery- Kyudo.

The masters who have got the master title in at least three martial disciplines or sports 
are called the masters of mixed martial arts, and the experts among them who have pub-
lished research papers in several fighting skills or sports are called the experts for mixed 
martial sciences. According to some sources there are about thirty such experts in the 
world. It is interesting that among the leading experts for mixed martial sciences,besides 
men,there are also a few women and disabled persons. They are mostly unknown to the 
general public.

CONCLUSION
Some experts think that the story of how colours of the belt were created by longterm 

training is an old  myth and a kind of legend, but it has a logical and historical meaning 
and presents the basic idea of the change of belt colour.

DAN- the title in martial arts is connected to an old Japanese (Chinese) mind game  
GO, but this fact can’t be proven either.

There are some masters who think  the black colour might be linked with the ancient 
tradition of swimming teams in Japan,but this fact can’t be proven. 

Various belt colours for the beginners were invented by M.KAWAISHI in Paris 
(France) between 1935 and 1948, but their interpretation of symbolism differs from 
the east to the west as the understanding of symbolism does in the eastern and western 
culture  respectively.

The real truth is that neither Dr. J.KANO and  M.KAWAISHI  left any precise and 
written instructions.

However, tradition tells us of the white belt that becomes black after longterm train-
ing, and when one deserves and gets such a belt, he doesn’t change it until the belt after 
longterm training turns into white again, as well as the master’s hair; which  in fact  
presents the waste of the material.
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MASTERING PENCAK SILAT
By Pendekar Herman Suwanda

Created by Pendekar Suwanda in Indonesia, this 5
DVD series was filmed exclusively as a reference for
all instructors in his Made Muda system. The series
shows a detailed breakdown of the offensive and
defensive skills used in Pencak Silat, and the tactical
elements of timing, distance, rhythm, cadence, and
tempo and also includes instructional sections of
Silat weaponry methods and tactics. The unique
principles and techniques of Silat as taught by the
late Pendekar Herman Suwanda, are fully described
in this authoritative 5 DVD series. It is a true gem by
one of the legendaries masters of Martial Arts!

Volume 1 – Running Time: 1 Hour 57 minutes.
Volume 2 – Running Time: 1 Hour 46 minutes.
Volume 3 – Running Time: 1 Hour 34 minutes.
Volume 4 - Running Time: 1 Hour 14 minutes.
Volume 5 - Running Time: 1 Hour 12 minutes. 

US $99.95 (Plus Shipping & Handling)
# 424 – ISBN: 978-1-60661-016-9

ORDER NOW!!
US $99.95
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Shito Ryu is one of the four major 
karate styles in the world and this is a 
complete presentation of the katas of 
the style. Created and developed by 
Grandmaster Kenwa Mabuni, Shito 
Ryu mixes the traditions and experi-
ences of the ancient schools of Naha, 
Shuri and Tomari with a practical 
approach to self-defense. 

Demonstrated by Sensei Kunio 
Miyake, this 5 DVD set explores the 
Kata and the “bunkai” principles 
of the style, including hundreds of 
applications for all the forms of the 
system. This is definitely a master-
class piece of valuable informa-
tion. This series has a great deal 
to offer to all Karate-do students, 
from beginner to black belt level, 
as well as being a unique and 
enjoyable way to learn the from 
the basic kata Pin An (Heian) to the 
more advanced forms of the Shito Ryu style. It is a true gem by 
one of the best Shito Ryu masters of our time. It includes many 
detailed techniques and comprehensive information that will vastly 
improve the practitioner’s ability to perform and understand the 
traditional kata of the Shito Ryu style.

Some of the Kata featured in the 5 DVD set of this series are: 
Pinan Shodan, Pinan Nidan, Pinan Sandan Pinan Yondan, Pinan 
Godan, Matsumura No Bassai, Seipai, Seiru (Juroku), Matsumura 
No Rohai, Bassai Dai, Bassai Sho, Matsukade, Seienchin, Kururunfa, 
Wanshu, Jitte, Niseshi, Seisan, Tomari No Bassai, etc.

#349 – US $99.95 - ISBN-13: 978-1-60661-025-1 Order this 5 DVD 
set for only  
US $$99.95




